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How many times have you wondered if the skills you

have acquired during travels, life experiences or

encounters could be really useful for your

professional path? Through the recent publication of

the ‘European Skills Agenda for sustainable

competitiveness, social fairness and resilience’, the

EU Commission recognises the importance of skills to

ensure social fairness.

The overall aim of the Competences Before Diplomas

(CompB4D) project is to identify and develop possible

ways of recognition and validation of competences

acquired by non-formal and informal settings,

especially with left behind adult learners and other

disadvantaged target groups, mainly through the use

of a Validation Portfolio.
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After the conclusion of the second meeting and the

discussion of the objectives of the second project

result (PR2), the partners will begin getting prepared

for it until the next meeting. In the second project

result all partners will prepare one good practice and

two activities that they will provide the trainers

with. Then the consortium discussed about the

piloting activities with the target group and which

will have to take place before the next meeting

which will take place in Portugal in November. In

Portugal, the partners will have the opportunity to

share the activities they have developed and then

review and prepare for the C1 mobility in November. 

Next Steps

The second meeting with the CompB4D consortium took place on the 11th & 12th of May 2022 in

Dublin, Ireland and for some of the partners online. During the meeting the results of the first

project result (PR1) were discussed, as well as the objectives and the tasks for the second project

result (PR2). Additionally, financial  and the dissemination management were discussed at length as

well as the next steps to promote the project. Finally, the first project result, the financial and

dissemination management were discussed the first day of the meeting and the second result along

with the meeting evaluation were discussed on the second day. With the end of the meeting the

deadlines for the pilot testing, the second project result (PR2) as well as the date of the next meeting

were decided. 

The second partner meeting
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